
Invitation

Date and time: Saturday, November 13, 2021 11:00 a.m. - shortened long distance
Sunday, November 14, 2021 10:00 a.m. - long distance

Type of competition: 2 individual events with overall ranking
Venue: Ágasegyháza - Fülöpháza area, at the Naprózsa Training Center
Organizer: Hegyisport Szentendre Egyesület and Kalocsai TSZSE
Terrain: Sand dunes with semi open areas and juniper patches
Maps: Surveyed in 2021, scale 1:7 500 and 1:10 000, contours 2 m
Punching: SPORTident, own SIACs can be used in non-contact Air+ mode with approx. range of 50 cm. A limited number

of SIACs can be rented for HUF 600 per day, the need must be indicated at the entry.
Classes: M/W 10D; 12D; CP (child with parent), taped assisted tracks. We will arrange it if at least 10 people apply.

M/W 12C; 14; 15-18C; 16; 18; 20; 21A, B, BR, C
M/W 35BR; 40; 50; 60; 70; 75
M60BR; M80
Open Beginner = OpenB; Open Advanced = OpenA; 
MapRun A, B, C (open mobile)
Details of the MapRun classes are available in a separate notice.

Deadline for entries: Monday, November 8, 2021
Entries: On-line: E-nevezes.hu or OrienteeringOnline.net

In exceptional cases: E-mail: boroka.kupa@gmail.com
Online: e-nevezes.hu
In exceptional cases: E-mail: boroka.kupa@gmail.com
Required information: team name, e-mail address, competitor's name, year of birth, class, SI card number (if
any).
We will confirm the received entry within 2 days. If this does not happen, please resubmit!

Entry fee: Until deadline:
HUF 4000 for both days, HUF 2300 for one day
For M/W 10D; 12C, 12D; CP; 14; 15-18C; 16; 70; 75; M80 and MapRun: HUF 3000 for both days, HUF 1700 for
one day
OpenB: HUF 1300 per day (also after the deadline and on the spot)
OpenA: HUF 4000 for both days, HUF 2300 for one day (also after the deadline and on the spot)
After the deadline: surcharge HUF 300 per day for vacancies
SI card rental: HUF 300 per day in all classes, SIAC rental: HUF 600 per day

Payment: If possible, use credit card payment in e-nevezes.hu, we try to avoid cash payment. Mark the invoice
requirements. We can issue an invoice only to the transferer.

Prizes: Based on the overall results of 2 days, the first 3 place winners will receive a certificate.
In the MapRun classes the best runners will be rewarded, see details.

Note: Everyone starts the race at their own risk!
Follow the epidemiological regulations!

Information: E-mail: boroka.kupa@gmail.com
Homepage: www.astrois.hu/boroka-osz
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